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1.

INTRODUCTION

All branches of the military are in various stages in the implementationof alternative coating
removal processesin lieu of chemicalstripping. Since coatings and substratesvary significantly
from one service branchto another,as well aswithin each service branch, abroad variety of
coating removal epproaches are emerging.
Coating removal materials currently in use (or under evaluation for future use) include several
types of plastic media, sodium bicerbbnate, carbon-dioxide pellets, polymerized wheat starch,
flash iamps, lasen,high pressureW r and ice.
Systems used to deliver mating removal meteriais vary 88 well. Direct pressure and suction air
blast equipment is being used and turbine wheel Masting is being evaluated for the various loose
grain abrasii appmaches to coating removal. Specially designed equipment has been
developed for other approaches.
Parameters being used for each specific weapon SystemAranSport system vary as well depending
as well as the cording to be removed. Blast
on the hardnessand thickness of the
uration, BS weli as hardnessand sire of
prewre, blast angle,
coaling removal m e r
materials have been, and continue to be
ipment and coati

The standard Aem Almen Strip tea has been devekped to provide 8 "benchmark"
test. Use of the Aero Almen test kit and ptwxhres cJtmrWd in this chapter will al
maintenance facilii to measure the amount of energy being transferred to the substrate being
cleaned for a given set of parameters.
Once a set of paraters has been established, periodic use of the Aem Almen Test Kit will
ensure that the process is performing 88 expected. Any proposedchanges to the process in an
aluated with the Aero Almen Test K H to ensure
effort to increase product
that the prom
height guidelines.
Finally, the Aero Almen Test Kit is intended to provide a tool for an independent evaluator, such
as the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) or quality control inspector, to 888888 the
men test also allows
f blast material
2.

BACKGROUND

Chemical stripping methods, used historically to depaint aircraft surfaces, came under attack
during the decade of the 1980s because of worker safety and environmental problems
associated with the use and disposal of toxic chemicals. WHh chemical strippers, concerns about
aircraft surface
sive, embrittling, and mechanicalproperty
degradation eff
chemical's reactionwith aircraft alloys. Further,
sealants and were not
ingly in aircraft exteriors.

of chemical strippers has reduced
concerns about the effect of these
structures. Of paramount
trato as individual abrasive
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partides impact the surface in a direct premre airstream or are prop.lled onto the surfacevia
turbine wheel blasting.
Since loose grain abrasives have been used to "peen" aircraft components under tightly
controlled process parameters for decades, and because techniques existed for measuring
peening affect, the took of the shot peenm trade were adapted for use on thin skin aircraft parts.
the goal in shot peening is to change the surface of a
However, it is imp0
metal part in aconhdled end uniformway by imparting eleyer of c o m p m t h stre9sl. This
compresshi layer allows the part to withstand a greater cydic bad beforefailing in tension.
ring the effect of kxme grain
wring a uniform peening effect
effecr as 80me abrashre panicles

While the tools of the
abrasive depainting, one mu
when depainting.
impad the substrate 88 the coating is remwed.

To better understand what is being measwed, B brief pneddisarssion of shot peening is
provided.

3.

WHAT IS
very large number of

Shot peening is perf0
mount of atmulathre e

ters 80 that the desired
sshre stress is obtained.

The use of standerdized 'Almen Strips," "Almen strip holdera.' "Almen gauges" and "Almen arc
1930s in the automotive industry.
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The Almen strip is searrely attached to a metal plate fixture with four screws 8s shown in SN 4(2).
The Almen strip is then subjected to the uniform controlled blast stream for predetermined
periods of time (normally 2.5,5,10,20,40,80,160 seconds, and so forth.). After each period of
exposure, the Almen strip is removed from the holder and the degree of curvature of the strip is
measuredusing m Almen gauge. (See srV4(3)). The curvature of the strip is a result of the layer
of compressive stress as it begins to accumulate in the strip.
(SUB-NOTE 4(2)

TRADITIONAL ALMEN STRIP HOLDING FIXTURE1

[SUB-NOTE 4(3)

TRADITIONAL ALMEN TEST GAUGE]

I

I
I

10%
INCRlASL

I

ROVE IT WORKS
The Almen strip is a benchmark and nothing more than that. Engineers set peening requirements
based on trial and 0rror. First, the process is controlled using the almen strip and almen intensity
curve. Next, parts are peenedto the desired intensity. Finally, increase in fatigue lie and fatigue
strength amCLtted with peening are measured in a laboratory and/or productionenvironment
and peening is then designed into the manufacturing process.
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6.

PEENING VERSUS PAINT REMOVAL

6.1

GENERAL

When peeniw, it is important to use a rounded media with a s m t h surface. Uniformity of shot
sue and shot hardnessalso is criticel to contrd of the process. Ideally, nothing is removedfrom
the surface of the metal part being peened.

With general purpose paht removal or cleaningoperations, the objective is to remove paint and
other cantaminantsas quiddy as possible at the kmrest ovenall cost.Historically, hard, angular
on steel structures. Angular shaped
mediasuch assilk2saMiend
a broader gradation is normalty used in
more efficient in general
cleaning operaibns. It
s remove the heavier
Purpo- hanino awll
contaminantsand the smaller particles complete the job tapidly by removing lighter contamination.

6.2

PEENING

When "peening" metal
surface, it is important
the harder shot impads
of the substrate. Full coverage or saturation Ir achieved when there is a complete and uniform
"dimpling" of the entire surfam of the part.

Roundnessof the peening materialassures a smooth surface and a uniform dimpling effect.
Angular particlescan cause an uneven c a m p i c d h layer end can result in stress risers or areas of
potential fatigue crack initiion.

ncre8888, other shat mate
Cast steel shot, stainless
materials are used at h~

In additii to uniform hardnessand roundness, a m w size gradation is aucial to the peening
operatioh. The depth of the compressive layer is determined by the energy transferred into the
surface of the part being peened by each individual particle. Uniform sue and hardness equates
to uniform energy transfer if all other parametersare mntrolled.
Typically, peening is undertaken on a fairly thidc metal part with the objective of increasing that
part's ability to withstand a cydic load thereby increasingthe lie of the part or the desiin load.

newmetalpart.
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BEFORE PEENING

Compression

I

Tension

AFTER PEENING
Cmss W i n
of Part

Peened
surface

6.3

PAINT REMOVAUCLEANING

With paint removal, there is a different situation with which to contend. The substrate is aluminum
(primarily 7075-T6 or 2024-T3) or one of a variety of composite materials increasingly being used
in the aircraft industry. The coating, to be removed must be well adhered and hard enough to
perform under severe conditions. By design the coating is difficult to remove and in certain cases,
the coating is actually as hard or harder than the underlyingsubstrate. Further, the substrate is
very thin compared to the typical metal parts, which are peened to increase their fatiiue life.
What is needed is a mediithat can remove the paint system without impartingany residual stress

into the surface of the thin aircrafl metal below. As the ideal materialdoes not exist at this point,
the second best material is one thai provides an aceeptaMe paint removal rate (economics and
turnaround time) with the lowest possible effect on the substrate.
As a general NIB, softer materials, such as polyester, require very high blast pressure (SO-SO PSI)
in order to attain minimally acceptable strip rates. At the other end of the spectrum, the hardest of
5-5
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the spedfiad materials
excessive peening of

used at very low pressure (below 20 PSI) to mid

By directive, the order of priorities in the depainting process must be 1) protection of the
workpiece, 2) maintenance of an
turnaround time on critical weapons systems and
cargo aircraft, 3) minimizatbnof hazardous waste generated by the depainting process, and 4)
overail ecanomic cast control.

The confli in the prioritiesis dear. The softer mWials, w h i iqwt the least residual stress, are
the unfllled polyesters; however, these materialsam very slow,even at higher blast pressures.
Also, at the higher blast pressures requiredto remove well-adhered paint systems, the
breakdown rate of the polyester pfrxh~ctsi
high, resulbing in inordinate raw material and
dispbsai costs. cantaminatkxlof the me
sand or metal also becomes a greater concern
because higher blast p n t a w am
~ used with the softer polyester materials.
The harder materials (melamines) am too hard to be used on softer albys (2024T-3 and 6061T-3),
partiarlarly in M operator-sensitive, hand-held produdon mode. A very short dwell time, even at
kw pressure, will result in the transfer of energy into the soft aluminum wriacS as mawred by
Almsn intensity. Robotic control systems arrrently under devekyment should eventually permit
the use of harder loose grain blasting abrasivesin aircraft coating removal operations.

DN5458haWs m k h l stiessdate ( a l m inimdty) fora vatiety of born grain materials. As can be
seen, the kwest almen intensiiitw am reoMckdwith ths polyester material Type Iin MIL-P85891AS and the highest almen intensitiesare recordedwith the melamine material(Type 111).
Cha@er 3 discussed particle geometry in some detail. In order to remove m i l i i paint systems,an
an~uiarpartide is required to CMp away or erok,away the mating. The softer, unfilled materials,
such a8 the poiyesters, acryiii and allylks are more angular with sharper paints and flatter
surfaces. These materhls rely primarily on their sharp edges to remow paint. The alpha cellulose
filledureasandmeleminesarelessartgu
with much rougher surfaces. These meterials
chip away paint wilh their edges, but also
ing work because of their rough surfaces.
The argument for s broad gradation in general cleaning can not be made for aircraft mating
removal because of the thin, soft nature of the substrate. Oversizedparticles must be avoided to
maintainthe integrity of the aircraft aluminum or composite material.
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1.

AIRCRAFT DEPAINTING INDUSTRY USE OF ALMEN STRIPS

As concerns ahout possible fatigue life and fatigue crack growth rates associated with depainting
with anguter, loose grain soft abrasive media
ed,the industry turned to the use of Almen
ships in an attempt to find a benchmark. Inithlly, standard spring steel Amen strips were used in an
attempt to develop a standard. However, standfd spring steel aimen strips are so hard that the
accurately measured.
amount of energy transfered into the surface of the strip
Because of the differential in substrate YS abrashre med
e abrasive shattered and
the almen strip did not bend.
To gauge the depainting process, aluminum Amen strips were manufacturedfor a variety of test
,2024-T3 and 7075T-6 aimen
programs. Because they are the most popular aircraft skin
strips were used primarily.
Most of these strips were made from .032 inch thick aircraft aluminum sheet stock. However, the
method of shearingthe sheet stock varied.
parallel to the 3.0 inch length. In other case
width. Early test data co
parallelto the .75 inch

meters translates in a

Much work has been undertakento correlate aluminum Almn strip arc he
clmwth rab and fathue life. While not totellv conclusive, thii work has r
types on -mrtainairframes, allays and composites in-the m i l i
2.

THE AERO ALMEN STRIP

Since the use of aluminum Amen strips has became an acceptedpractb in the aimfi
depainting industry, a specified,
developed. Because 2024T-3
rospace application
7075T-6,2024T-3 has been selected as the
and is called the Aem Almen Strip.
There is a M c i e n t data baae available to document the 'buffering effect" of cladding on Almen
from "bere" allay. It should be
Intensity. Therefore, the standard Aem Almen Strip is;
noted that the overiidlng concernwith clad aiby is control of
ad removed during
the blast process (or how much corrosion protection is lost d
The Aero Almen Strip is manufactured from .032inch thick bare aluminurn, as this is a common
thickness and can be easily compared to earlier data. The standard length and width dimensions
are the same as spring steel Almen strips to provide consistency with existing Almen Gage
measuring techniques.

3.

AERO ALMEN STRIP FABRICATION

Aluminum Aero Almen strips can be sheared in a sharp foot or power operated shear to net
dimensions, blanked to rough size,then milled to final dimensions or manufacturedby following
the methods and proceduresand spedfiation requirementsoutlined in this chapter. The strips
may elso be purchased comme&lly For in-house, use the main factor is consistency. The
dimensions for width are critical for the strips to fit wtthin the Almen strip holder. The length
5-7
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dimension is less &tical since the actual measurement uses the central 1.5 inches of the Almen
Strip and denotes its deformation.

3.1

MATERIAL

The only materialauthorizedfor use and mmpPrable to existing data is 2024T-3 aircraft quality
aluminum sheet per QQ-A-250/4.The sheet thidcneg is .032 inch and the material must be bare
(nondad). 2024T3.032-inch thick aluminum can be sheared io size easily to meet specification.
3.2

PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

The material must be free from warpage, 488588,notable dents and gouges.(Inspectedwith a 30
power -scope1

3.3

MATERIAL HARDNESS

Hardness of the sheet stock shall be 75Rbf3
3.4

ALIGNMENT OF ROLLING NARKS

Rolling matlu?of the sheet stock musi be paralbl to the 3.0 inch bngthof the strip. (If visual
inspection indicatesa significant angle to the 3.0 inch bngth, the strip shall be mjected.
3.5

FLATNESS

A random sample of 8 A m Amen Strips ohall be tested for flatness in the .as received' condition
using the Aero Aimen Gage. If the average of the eight strips tested is greater than .0015 inch
(absolute), the bt shall be rejected.

3.6

LOT SIZE

Aero Almen strips shall be manufactured and tested in lots of 500 each manufacturedfrom the
same sheet stock. Each bt of Aero Aimen Strips shall be assigned a bt number by the
manufacturer.

3.7

PACKAGING

A e r o h n Strips ohay be padcagedad marked in accordance with (7).
3.8

LENGTH, WIDTH AND THICKNESS TOLERANCE

The length of the Aero Almen strip shell be 3.0 inoh f .06 inch. The width of the Aero Almen strip
shall be .75 inch f .05 inch. The thidrness of the Aero Almen Strip shall be -032inch f .001 inch.
A bt m y be rejected if any strip tested does not meet length, width and thickness requirements.
A dimensionaldrawing of the Aero Amen strip is in SN 3.8(1).
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r .03*

(ref)

AERO-ALHEN STRIP

Aluminum 2024-T3 bare .032thick
perQQ-A-250/4

4.

AERO ALMEN STRIP COATINQS

In order to be truly representative of the depainting pmcess, the Aero Almen strips can be painted
with the actual coating system to be removed from the aircraft. This coating system can then be
artificially aged to simulate the condition of the aircraft to be depainted. Refer to Mil-P-85891-AS
or Air Force TO 1-1-8 for artificialaging. Typically the aluminum materialwill be anodized or treated
with a chromate conversion coating followed by a p p l i i n of an epoxy primer, such as MIL-P23377. The top coat, such as a polyurethane MIL-C-83286, is applied in two cross coais and
allowed to dry at mom temperature for seven days. The panels are then baked for 96 hours at 190
to 210 degrees F. Aluminum panels are then sheered to sire for use as Aero Almen Strips.
In order to verify the depainting pmcess, aimen strips must be painted prior to being blasted in
accordance with the blasting and testing pmcedure outlined in Chapter 5.6. Testing with painted
strips will ensure that dwell times and resultant aimen arc heihts are representativeof the actual
depainting process. Further, inspection with a 30 power microscope following Masting will allow an
evaluation of the degree of paint removal.
IfAero Almen strips are to painted prior to shearing to size, care should be taken to insure the
alignment of the sheet rolling marks with the 3.0 inch length of the finished strips.

The paint on the surface of the Aero Almen strip (and on the surface of the aircraft) acts as a buffer
to the accumulation of residual stress. Prior testing has shown that until the paint system is
removed, residual stress as measured by arc height intensity is minimal. If a given loose grain
abrasive is not “hard enough” to remove the paint system, it is not ‘hard enough” to transfer a
significant amount of energy into the substrate.
Certain manufeehrrers dabn to have engineered kcwe grain abrasiws, which will remove aircraft
coatings rapidly but without high Almen arc height from extended dwell time once the paint has
been removed. This can be tested by obtaining depainting speed on a scrap part and then
blasting unpaintedAero Almen strips for a predeterminedperiod of time and measuring the arc
height.
5-9
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To allow for controlledLaboratory evaluationof st@ rate and Almen intewily at the s ~ m time.
e
commercialiy available Aero Almen strips can be painted and aged to specification. The
manufacturer should be able to provide bare strips as well as strips painted in accordance with
military and commercial OEM specilications.
5.

AERO ALMEN STRIP PRODUCTION TESTING

In a productionenvironment, residualstress data (Almen intensity) can be developed by directing
the blast stream onto test strips using process parameters and nozzle traverse speeds that
simulate the actual removal of coatings encountered in productiondepainting activities.

To ensum consistency from one productionfacility to another as well as comparability with
historical data, a standard Aero Almen strip
for use at all production
depainting activities. Use of the Aero Amen
nt) is requiredto obtain
valid test data.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The Air Force Materials Laboratory has worked with q & m e n t manufacturers to develop the
standard test kit and to make this test kit as WeH as standard Aero Almen strips commerclally
available.

2.

AERO ALMEN STRIP TESY KIT

The standard Aem Almen strip test kit contains the following components:

A. Almen strip holding fixture
This fixture consists of a metal base plate with holes drilled for machine screws to attach Aero
Almen strips to the base plate.
The dimensions of
commercialqualily

"x.5". The base plate is made of low mbon
ps. The photograph below

test plates are 1.562 inch apart for the long side

river, which is also included in the
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B. The Aero Almen Gauge is pictured in SNZ(2). The gauge is similar to the standard Almen
gage used for years to measure deflection / curvature in almen strips. The only major difference is
that strip has an adjustible positioningscrew to provide repeatable placement of a strip in the same
location for accurate readings after repeated blasting cycles. The Aem Almen gauge also
provides a spring mechanism for holdingthe aluminumAero Almen strip in place while the
measured. With standard Almen strips manufacturedfrom spring
defledion / arrvabure i
p in place while the mearwrement is being taken.

D. A 30 power mimscope is induded to permit (and emrage) visual examinatbn of the
sutface folbwing blasting. When testing different hardnessesof blast material, differences in
5-12
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actual "peening' effect can be seen with the microscope. Careful examination of the Aero Almen
strips following blasting will also provide a good "double check" for the presence of hard partide
contaminationof the blast media. None of the plastic media products discussed in Chapter 3 of
this handbook will cause deep gouges In the 2024-T3Aem Almen strips. If visual examination
with the 30 power microscope reveals any deep indentations, the blast media should be checked
to be sure it is within specificationfor allowable hard partide contamination.

E. A tape measure is includedfar measuringdistance from the nozzle to the workpiece.
F. A screwdriver is includedfor mounting and removal of Aero Almen strips from the iero Almen
block.

0. Awpplyof 100AeroAlmenstripsisalsoincludedinthestandardtestIcH.

H. Each: kit contains a needle gauge which is used to measure blast pressurejust before the
blast nozzle.
Depending on the length of the Mast hose from the pressure vessel to the nozzle and the
a substantii drop in

uge through the blast hose
to the blast hose and the

[SUB-NOTE 2(3)

NOULUHOSE LINE PRESSURE GAUGE1
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1. Each kit also contains Section 5 of the Design Handbook describing the blasting and testing
procedure.

J. Each kit containsa stop watch to measure dwell time, determine bulk strip rates, and to time
media mass now rate tests.
K. A sturdy metal carrying case housing the A m Almen test kit components is provided to
withstand tmapotl of the kit via commereiei packapa shipper, Auto. 01 aircraft bagga$a handling
processes.
Additional photographs showing the assembled Aero Almen test kit and individual components
are on the following SN2(4) and SN2(5).
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AERO ALMEN STRDP TEST KIT
PART #
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

CARRYING
CASE
E.I. PART # 999111
AEROAMENGAGE
E.I. PART # 999112
ZEROBLOCK
E.I. PART # 999113
AEROAMEN STRIP
HOLDERE.I. PART # 999114
100 AEROAMENSTRIPS E.I. PART # 999115
ANGLE~NMCA~R
E.I. PART # 999116
NEEDLEGAGE
E.I. PART 1999117

8.
9.
10.
11.
12
13.
14.
5-15

MICROSCOPE
RULER
SCREWDRIVER
CUPBOARD
MAWUK;PEN
Srap WATCH
Immucncm MANUAL

E.I. PART # 999118
E.I. PART # 999119
E.I. PART # 999120
E.I. PART # 99912l
E.I. PART # 999122
E.I. PART # 999123
E.I. PART # 999124
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The Aero Almen strip test kit is intendedfor use in all paint stripping facilities. The kit provides a
way to chedc out and verify the dry stripping process.
For a given set of Masting perameters and media type and she. the kit will permit the measurement
of "benchmark" residual stress imparted by the process.
Once a given set of PMB parameters is used to Mast a set of Aero Almen strips the resulting
baseline average Almen arc heiiht is fwa&
and doarmnted. Alternative Mast parameters,
such as media type, nozzle size. media flow rate, pressure, atand-off distance, and blast angle can
pping rate while maintaining
be used to develop better product capability by optimizin
the maximum Aero Almen arc he
n accbrdanoe with the
b e l s measured.
The Aero Almen test alkrws the blast f a c i l i to quickly oprimi2e a new blasting process and to
develop and document various Mast parameter mbinabians by measuring their relative bhst
effects. In this way a number of eccepcable production blasting conditions wuld be made to allow
a cost benefits analysis study to dete
ich method is most productiveor cost effective
since these two are most likely not the

The Aero Almen test kit is not intendedas a means of appmving dry stripping systems and media
types. Approvals must come fmm the appropriate approving authoritks in the Air Force and from
the appropriate approving authorities in other branchesof the senrice or the FAA for commercial
applications.
2.

TESTING PROCEDURE

The Aero Almen test consists of a verificatkn of equipment and blast parametersfollowed by
blasting applied using the known (measured) parametersand finally measurement and
documentation of all parametersand of the test results.
The blast process parameters that must be measured are mediaflow fate, nozzle pressure, standoff distance, and blasting impingement angle.
Equipment calibration consists of "zeroing" the Almen gauge, pre-measuring unblasted Almen
strips for flatness, and final measurements of blasted strips after application of each set of PMB
parameters.

3.

MASS FLOW MEASUREMENT

For a given nozzle size and configurationand a given nozzle blast pressure, mass Row rate,
measured in pounds per unit of time, will govern the velocity and impact energy of individual blast
particles. A ieaner mix (fewer pounds of media an hour) will resutt in greater individual partide
velocity and more impact energy per partide. Conversely, a heavier mix (higher pounds of media
per hour) will resuit in lower velocity and less impact energy per paitlde.

A leaner mix may rewtt in a faster strip rate. As the strip
s,requireddwell time
he leaner mix than for the
decreases and almen intensity for one strip cycle could be
heavy mix. For extended dwell times,however, the leaner mix should result in a higher almen
intensity at saturation for a given set of process parameters.
All of the direct pressu
adiM
the bo
with some of the
used to ensure consistent media flow.
5-17
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Media pulsing, or inconsistent media flow for a given set of process parameters, results in partide
velocity and almen intensity changes, and should be avoided.
The first important piece of data requiredto verify the dly stripping process with the Aero Almen
test kit is the mass flow
reare two suggested approechesto meawring mass flow rate.
Either one can be used
ing on the @ i equipment setup being used.

The first method involves the w 1 of~ a 30 @bn drum with atop with m opening and a sheet metal
defbctor and an exhaust tube (see SNS(1)).The blast etream is started and the noztie is then
discharged into the dtum for a given period of time. The materialdischarged into the drum can
then be weighed and the mas6 Row in pounds per hour can be calculated. Three separate tests
Nlde to ensure
(SUB-NOTE

qi)

MEDIA FLOW RATE CONTAINMENT SYSTEM]
SHEET METAL
DON MFd. FLANGEDRUM LID TO SUIT
(30 gal. proforred)

I II

114" MESH SCREEN TO TOP SIDE,
100 MESH SS WiRE SCREEN OR
'T-SHIRT" MATL TO DRUM SIDE.
BED PERIMETER OF CLrraVT
WITH "TEXAS TAPE" 16 ALLOW
1N" lYlESH TO SINK IN.
118" ALUM. FRAME

(Proforrod)
"ALTERNATIVE CONSTR. USE MW'D 2"
Fl'lTtNQ, CLAMP A 90" MANDREL BEND PI
EXIT END OF PIPE. BOLT TO LID W G AP
EXHAUST FLANGE GASKET.

5-18
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Altemafnrely, a pre-weighedsample of media ~

4.

NO

PR

uput
1

into a cleaned out dry stripping system and
be determined.

RE

While maas ibw rates are being determhnd. pressure at the nozzle should be determined using
the pressure gauge included in the test kit. The needle should be inserted through the blast
hose just behind the nozzle. The static pressure in the blast hose is measured by taking care not
to albw the 'dynamic" or moving air stream forcoc to be vented into the needle increasing the
measured pressure value. The needle should be vented forward toward the nozzle and be
perpendicularor canted forward towad the nozzle and should be centered in the blast stream
(see SN 4(1)). Nozzle pressure (and pot pressure if available) should be entered on the data
sheet.

ISUB-NOTE 4 ( i )

5.

MEASURING NOZZLER~OSE PRESSURE(

BLAST DISTANCE AND BLAST ANGLE

The Aero Almen strip holder should be placed on the floor of the blast room, booth, or cabinet for
conducting tests. Depending upon equipment configuration, an approach should be taken to
keep the Almen strip holder from moving during testing. The tape measure and the protractor
included in the kH shouM be used to measure the approximate angle of blast and distance from
the surface of the Aimen strips (seeSN 5(7)).
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ISUB-NOTE 6 ( i )

ALMEN QAUQE BALLS AND DIAL
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7.

N STRIPS

PRE-MEASURE. UNBLASTE

Aero Amen a l r b am measured just prior to testing. The atrip is placed into the holder with the
painted surface facing away from the kw AlrmM Gauge locating balls. W h the Amen Gauge
prevlwdy caiiatsd and zemd. and the Ahen sirip located with o m end touching the
horizontal b c a t q saewkcated on the Lettofthe gauge,measurethefletnessof the strip and
print the reading on the bam unpainted surface w h i i matee up to the lett Wing screw. Print
the inithi reding with M indelible or permanent marker as shorn in SN 7(?).Reject tha strip if the
Almen Strip reading is more than .W15out of flat The locating screw allows the Aimen strip to be
p W in the same pasition and orientation for the greatest accumcy in repeated pre and post
blast measurements.
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8.

FIRST CYCLE .ALMEN A

trave
Almen strips should be attached to the Almen strip holder firmly using the screwdriver included in
the kH (seeSN 8(l)). Care should be taken to center the strips in the holder. Each Almen strip
used in the test should be assigned a number. The number should be written on the nonblasted
side of the strp and recorded on the data sheet.
The Almen strip hdder, with Almen strips attached, should be placed on the fbor of the stripping
facility and securedappropriately.

The system should be starled up with the nozzle directed oft to the side of the Almen strip holder.
Using the desired blast distanceand blast angle, the blasi stream should be directed ~ C J O G Sthe
almen strips at a traverse rate which results in an aaceptaMe paint removal. The stop watch should
be s W e d as soon as the blast stream touches the first Almen strip and stopped as soon as all
paint has been removedfrom the strips.
The blasted amen slrips should be removed Irom the holder and the W C heghts measured using
the Aem Alrnen gauge as describedin SN8(2).The Almen arc height readmgs are made as
described in the prebhsted flainess measurements. The Alrnen strip is oriented with the previous
measurement reading adjacent to the horizontal locating screw. The second arc height reading is
written below the initial reading as shown in SN8(3). The value of the change in flatness between
pre and post blast measurements is recorded 88 the standard Aero Almen arc heiiht.
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ISUB-NOTE
e(i)

AERO ALMEN STRIPS MOUNTED IN A HOLDING FIXTURE1
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[SUB-NOTE

e(a)

POST BLAST AERO ALMEN ARC HEIGHT

MEASUREMENT^

The arc height for each of the three sMps should be recordedon the data sheet (gee SN s(4)). If
Almen Arc height reading are above the allowable level set for the specific mating removal
second set of strips should be subjected to the one cycle. Visual inspection with the
SO power rnimscope should be done to evaluate acceptaMlity of paint removal and to look for any
signs of media contamination or excessive surface distortion.
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FOUR CYCLE AND EXTENDED DWELL TESTS

lmen strips shoukl be num

strip is removed from the holder,

10.

AH-

prevent

and recorded and the

-

AERO ALWEN TEST KIT STORAGE
to conduct Aem Almn tesljng dKHlM be kept together in the storage case to
to equipment or brrs (seeSN 70(7)).
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11.

FREOUENCY OF TESTING

Tests should be conducted on a periodic basis every 4 hours or after any machine setting
changes to ensure that blast pressure and media Row rates are being maintained and that residual
stress as measured by arc height is within the expected range.
Additionally, tests should be conducted whenever media supplier is changed or when the type or
size of media to be used is changed.
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12.

AERO ALMEN TEST KIT DATA SHEET

The form shown bebw ,or one of similar content, should be completed in full for every test which
is conducted:
AERO ALMEN TEST KIT DATA SHEET
Facility

Operator

~

Equipment Designation
Date
Shift
Medii Type

Nozzle Pressure

MassFbwRate- Test1W
Test #2
Time
Test #3
Average
Media Sire
Blast Angle

Blast Distance

First Cyde Test

smp 11 code#
#2Ccode#
KiCOdeI

Arc Height
Arc HeiiM-'----Arc Height

Four Cycle Test

strip u3 code
#2 Code IKim#

Arc HeigM
Arc HeigM
Arc Height

Extended Dwell Test

Arc HeiM-

Code #

V i a l Obdienratkn Comments (degree of paint removal, evkiena, of peening effecl on 1 cycle, 4
cycle and saturation tests, evidence of media contamination, and so forth.)
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Paint removal resutting from impingement of an abrasive blast medium on aluminurn substrates

causes concern about the residual"peening" effects and possible degradation to aluminum skins
and underlying strudure. Laboratory tests to determine the peening effects on the mechanical
properties of aluminum and composite aircraft skins haw demonstratedthe susceptibility of thin
structure to be significantly damaged by blasting effects. Chapter 4 documents someof the
concern and data generatedevaluating resirlual blast effects on aircraf! materials.
The aircraft depainting industry has been using a modified Almen strip to meawre the residual
energy impartedto a substrate after blasting off the paint coating. The Aero Aimen strip is made
from bare 2024-W aluminum sheet .032 thick. The strip is shearedto .75 by 3.0-inch dimension
with the rolling marks aligned perellel to the 3.0 dimenahthen mounted on a flat plate fixture.
Finally the strips are blastedwith abmsive mediausing parameterssimulating the conditions used
to depaint the aircraft. The strips are peened by the Maat media reeulting in stretching of the top
surface and cold working thii surface to a depth ofup to .602 inch. The reaiciual energy stays in
the test strip and causesthe strip to arc up when m v e d from the test fixture. The strip is
mounted In a standard Amen strip test gauge for fTkmwwmnt. The ambunt of arc height over
the centraltwbinch apan is cpdledthe Aimen archaight. TMsheight is primarily dependent on
vebdty, density, angle, snd numbor of peutldas striking the surface of the test strip during the
depainting cycle.
Several thousand Alme
Raw rates, impirrgemen
stream and to measure

The Aero Almen strip is the commercially available test strip that is equivalent to laboratory test
strips in use for several years. The Aem Almen strip data base refleas a wide range of blasting
parametcatsincludingthose currently used on m i l i and civilian aircraft and documents the
intensity of the residualblasting effects from a variety of different abrasive Mast media on fliht
structure.
Aero Almen strip data are used to show conformity of the facility equipment and operator training
to authorized depainting process specfficationsand prescribed blasting parameters. The
aluminum strip gives a sensitive and repeatable measure of the blast stream energy absorbed by a
substrate but does not directly measure or infer the effect of the residual stress on the fliht
structure.
Almen strip data does not replace the required engineering determination of allowable peening
effects on any aircraft structure. This data must be generated by the responsibie engineering
group then approved by the system manager in the Air Force or a similar person in the other
services.
Almen strip data does give a good correlation between similar materii applimtibnsand may be
used as an engineeringaid in selecting appropriate media types and blast parametersfor new
engineering &paint proctm specifications. Once the mad& type and blast paremeters am
selected for a given airwaft material, type, temper, and thdvless the fatigue, crack growth rate,
and other pertinent mechanical tests must be completed to demonstrate acceptable
performance. Much of this work has been completedand has resulted in general acceptance of
plastlcleaft abrasive media. The general use of plastic media on.032 thick or greater aluminum
substrates has been evaluated by the m i l i and by commercial airframe manufacturers, such as
Boeing. Accepted practice in blasting booths is to allow a process that generates Almen arc
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heights of less than .006 inches on metal substrates. On structural composite components, such

as rudder and stabiliuer surfaces, the Air Force permitsblastingwith lower pressure at the nozzle
(bebw 25 psi) so long as the operator demonstrates mnml of process so no visual fiber damage
on composite surfaces is observed. Testing by the Air Force and Navy laboratorieshave
conduded that the depaintingof composites surfaces results in a minor surface effect
degradation of the composite structure which can be controlled by skilled operator depainting
mentseucheo
r F o m T.O. 1-1-8, "Applicationof
Equipment,' authorize plasbk:media blasting within guidelines.
mber D6-55584, "Requirements for
. O M inch Almen arc height data
2 or thicker StRICture (seeChapter 6 for details).

2.

DATA BASE ANALYSIS

A great deal of Almen am height
ratedover the past f w r wars for a variety of
~
~
i
i
~
aircraft mating removal
applicath. It lrhwkl be noted, however, that much ofthe data devebped t6 dab have been
d;eveloped for marksting rather than technical masons.
The Data Base Appendix (Chapter 5.8) contains data on aome of the work done by Battelle
Memoriel lnstihrteon Types I, II, and 111 plastic media. This data base is wpplemented by
preliminsry poduciibndata devebpd by Wrlght PallarsonAFB in recent Type V testing in
Sacramento. Only Amen arc heiiht data on 2024-T3 Bare strips are included.
At this juncture, the only supplier data included has been taken from the Battelle report
conductedfor DuPont. As further details of wppUer test data become available, this information

will also be incorporafedin the Design H

3.

e

HARDNESS

Data developed thus far dt?arly

hardness k, the major determim of residual
bare Almen strips. As the hardness of the blast
n arc heiiht also increases.

stress measured by Almen arc
media increases, the

SN 3(1) shows
constant SN3

w.

strip cyde with all other parameters held
by BatteUe in their folkwon studies.

info

SN 3(2) shows similar data devebped by Wright Patterson during the preliminaryproduction
testing.
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